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LICENSING PROCEDURES

Addendum

At its aseting of April 1975, the Sub-Group "Quantitative Restrictions" agreed
that ths two draft texts on Licensing Procedures reproduced on pages 15-19 of
iNiTiTTv,/1W/2 should be the starting point for the Sub-Groupts continuing work, and
that delegations so desiring would propose in writing to the secretariat for
distribution, specific alterations to the two draft texts giving the reasons there-
for, in time for discussion at the next inGetlng of the Sub-Group. (ifW/iNTiV2, paa-
graph S(i) and (vii.), and GATT/AJlR/1167.)

Tho following colmuunication has beeon received from the delegation of the
United Statcst

1.Autowatic 1 Apndrtlici2nsinvTLq/1qT AaR
jar apo 2: Tho United States favours alternative II because any system of import
licensing consti-utes a barrier, either ,)otentially or in Ifact0 The cost, delay and
uncertainty to traders -hv hi....J..bvc ir any licensing system operates as a
deterrent to trade, in particular to long-term planning for promotion of exports
sinec a threat of rostri',tive action continues to ovcrlap and influence planning of
;Lanufacturers and traders. These uncertainties reflect actual experiences of
tradGrs who havc found that licensing has been used to restrict imports, even under
c-call;c5 a'~tc:lt:; J.iccnsin&- systems. Such measures should be abolished except

-;;.cre nic;lcs:ary uomOil)p..macn' restrictions consistent with GATT.

The Unitcd States cannot accept that licensing is necessary or desirable to
obtain c:pcditiously needed statistical data and facilitate the collection of tc:s
and levics. Other methods not harmful to trade could be found to attain those
objectives. Customs data, including invoice values, offor a more reliable basis for
gathering statistics since, tradGrs tend to apply for liconces for ,aore goods than
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were currently nocdcd in the boliof that governments tond to restrict imports
though li cnsidng. Furthrmorc,, in many countries licensing systems apply only
to sclectcd typcs of imported products, so that licensing could not be justified
on statistical grounds.

2. Paragraph The United States favours dulotion of the brackets because,
while recognizing the necd for a broad approach on problems of discrination,
tho question of discrimination should .also be addressed in the Automatic
Licensing toxt. This paragraph constitutes an esE;antial part of thc text in
viGw of the fact that the principle of non-discrimination is basic to GATT.

3. Licensing to adinister iport restrictions L22
parr.ah: Thc United States favours deletion of brackets because, whils
recognizing the need for a broad approach on problems of discrimination, the
question of discrimination should be addressed. in the toxt of Licensing to
Admuinister import Rcstrictions0 This paragraph constitutes an essential part of
the tGext in view of thec fact that the principle of non-discrimination is basic
to GATT.

4. Paragraph 4: The United States favours deletion of phrase, "including
wherever possible names of importing. enterprises on a confidential basis" on the
ground that such a requirement is not necessary to solve the specific problems
encountered in licensing to administer import restrictions.

5. Parau R The United States favours deletion of word il.fixed^' in the
phrase "involving fixed quotas" because this could be interpreted by scme countries
to mean that not all quotas are eOvered byWthe provisions of this paragraph. For
example, scue countries do not publish the amount of quotas on the grounds that
the quota amounts vary from year to year. Such countries could argue that
variable quotas are not "fixed" and therefore should not be subject to a quota
publication requirement. In the view of the United States, the provisions of
this paragraph are .meant to apply equally to all quotas to insure availability of
information and certainty for etMporters and importers.


